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We investigate theoretically and experimentally the influence of the transfer of the radio-frequency 
coherence produced in a system of magnetic sublevels determined by a field He in a rotating coordin
ate system, from the ground state of the atoms to the excited state. It is shown that magnetic reson
ance can be detected in the field He by the fluorescence light. 

INTRODUCTION 

IT is known that a radio-frequency field H1 cos wt that 
varies in a plane perpendicular to a constant magnetic 
field Ho leads to the appearance of a component, trans
verse to this field, of the total magnetic moment of the 
system whenever the frequency of the Larmor preces
sion wo = yHo is of the order of w. In the language of 
quantum theory this means that the alternating field 
introduces a radio-frequency coherence in the system 
of atomic magnetic sublevels. If the atoms interacting 
with the radio-frequency field are in the ground state, 
then optical excitation of the atoms by light of resonance 
frequency can cause the radio-frequency coherence to 
be transferred from the ground state to the excited 
state. This leads to a very complicated motion of the 
atoms in the excited state: besides the Larmor preces-
sion at the frequency of the excited state, the transverse 
component of the total angular momentum executes also 
forced motion at the natural frequencies of the ground 
state UJ. 

In a coordinate system that rotates with frequency "'' 
around the direction of the constant magnetic field, the 
magnetic moments of the atoms precess around the 
direction of the effective field 

He= [(Ho-ffi/y) 2 -t-H.'J''' 

with a nutation frequency we =He, where y is the mag
netomechanical ratio of the atoms in the ground state. 
The mean values of the magnetization components trans
verse to He vanish in this coordinate system. It can be 
stated that there is no radio-frequency coherence in thiLS 
coordinate system. In order to introduce coherence in 
the rotating coordinate system, it is necessary to apply 
a second radio-frequency field at the frequency We· This 
raises the question of the possibility of transferring thi.s 
coherence by exciting the atoms with light and observing 
the magnetic resonance in the effective field by means of 
the fluorescence light [ 2 J. 

THEORY 

To produce coherent precession of the magnetic mo·· 
ments in the effective field He, we use a second radio 
frequency field H2 cos wt, oscillating with frequency n 
in the direction of the constant magnetic field [3 J. In the 
rotating coordinate system, the field H2 can be resolved 
into two components, one of which is parallel to the 
direction of He, and the other is perpendicular to it 

FIG. I. Geometry of the magnetic fields acting 
on the magnetic moment of the atom in the rotat
ing coordinate system. 

(Fig. 1). The first induces parametric resonance in the 
system of magnetic sublevels defined by the field He, 
and the other induces ordinary resonance, i.e., a reson
ance similar to that produced in the laboratory frame 
by the field H 1• We denote by () the angle between the 
vectors H0 and He, defined by the relation 
tan e = yHJ(wo- w). It is easy to see that parametric 
resonance is induced predominantly at small values of 
e, and ordinary resonance when e - 1T /2. In the case of 
intermediate values of the angle, the resonance signal 
is a mixture of both resonances [3 J. 

For optical excitation of the atoms, and also to pro
duce macroscopic magnetization in the ground state, we 
use circularly-polarized light propagating in the direc
tion of Ho. The influence of the optical excitation and 
radio-frequency fields H 1 and H 2 on the density matrix 
a describing the behavior of the atoms in the ground 
state can be determined from the following equation [4 J 

(the tilde denotes the density matrix in the rotating co
ordinate frame) 

d - - -
--;]j" a~w = - i [.1't', cr]~w -t- A6"w- roo""' 

+ 1 ~ B""' - {" ( ' II+ "')t} - L:.J W'w"O"""""' exp !ffi f.l- f.l - f.l f.l , 

Tp """"' 

(1) 

where 

.1't' = (ffio- ffi)J, + ffidx + w2l, coc Q•; 
ffit = yH., <02 = yl/2, 

J1. is the magnetic quantum number which determines the 
Zeeman splitting of the atoms in the field Ho; A is the 
rate of regeneration of the atomic sublevels, ro the 
damping constant of the ground state, and J the angular 
momentum of the atom. For convenience, Eq. (1) is 
written in a coordinate system that rotates with a fre
quency w. The last term in (1) depends on the polariza
tion and on the intensity of the optical excitation, the 
quantity 1/Tp being proportional to the light intensity, 
while BJ1.J1.' contains the angular dependence 

J1. II J1. U I 
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mm' 
m-m'=~-JJ.' 

C(Jfm; JJ.J.) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, Jf and m 
are the angular momentum and the magnetic quantum 
number of the excited state, e0 is the unit vector of the 
polarization of the exciting light wave, and D is the di
electric dipole moment of the atom. 

We seek the solution of (1) in the form of a series in 
the optical excitation 

;; = ;;-<•> + (i<t> + -;;<•> + ... (2) 

Confining ourselves to the first order in the expansion, 
we obtain the following equations for a<o> and a0 >: 

d - - -
dt 11~1J. =- i (3£. 11<1>]~1•• -- fo11~J· 

+ I '\' B~~· -<•> { . ( , • + "') t} -,- "'-! .,. • .,. ... 11.,. ....... exp 1w 1'-J.L -!' I' . 
Tp .,. • .,.0 

The solution of (3) has the simple form 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Substituting (5) in (4) and introducing a new density ma
trix a* = a exp(rot), we obtain in operator form the fol
lowing equation for a*: 

d11'<•>jdt =- i[Llwl, + w1lx, 11"<•>]- i~cos Qt[lx, 11'<1>] 
A 

+-- };exp {iwl.t}B~"W' exp {- iwl.t} exp {fot}, 
T pfo ~" 

Llw =roo- w. (6) 
We change over to a new coordinate system, the axis 

z' of which coincides with the direction of the effective 
magnetic field. This transition is realized by rotating 
the coordinate system around the oy' axis by an angle 8. 
In the new coordinate system, the density matrix aT is 
expressed in terms of a* by the formula 

11T = exp{i/ •• 6}11' exp {-i/ •. e}. (7) 

Substituting (7) in (6) and recognizing that We 

= [~w 2 + w~Y12 , we obtain 
d11T0J/ dt = - iwe (/,,, 11T(I)j- iw2 COS Qt (/,,COS 6 -/ x' sin 6, 11TOJ} 

+~ :8 exp {i/ •• e} exp {iwl,t} B~"~"exp {- iwl,t} exp {- i/ •. e}. (8) 
T pfo ~" 

The first term of (8) describes the Larmor precession 
of the moments with frequency we around the direction 
of the effective field. The second term represents the 
action of the radio-frequency field H2 cos wt, and breaks 
up in turn into two components. The term 
w2 sin 8 cos nt[Jx'' a~)] describes the interaction of the 
system with the H2-component that oscillates in a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the effective field and 
induces ordinary resonance. The second term describes 
the modulation of the effective field. As shown in l 31 , 

the H2-component that oscillates in the direction of He 
induces parametric resonance at frequencies n = we/n, 
where n = 1, 2, ... At small angles 8, as noted above, 
when the detuning ~w is much larger than w 1, practically 
only the parametric resonance is induced, and the influ
ence of the field H2 sin 8 on the production of radio
frequency coherence in the system of the sublevels de
termined by the field He can be disregarded. Omitting 
the corresponding term from (8) and solving the remain
ing equation, we obtain 

1 

11To> = ~- :8 S T'(t)U(t')BJJ.")J."U•(t')T(t)exp {rot'} dt', (9) 
Tpfo ~" 0 

where 
T(t) = exp[i/,.(<o,t + (w•l Q)c·)s e sin Qt)]. 

U(t) = T(t) exp (i/ •. 6) exp (iwl,t), 

T* is the complex conjugate of T. 
Applying to (9) the inverse transformation (7), and 

then going over from a* to a, and also recognizing that 
the density matrix a in the laboratory system is connec
ted with a in the rotating system by the relation 
a = exp(-iwJzt}U · exp(iwJzt), we obtain for a~1~' the 
following expression: 

u>, _ ~ .._, ~ ~ _ ,. l,.(z-z')Jn_,.(z-z')exp {ikQt} 

I1JJ.JJ.- Tpfo JJ..;:;~~~· MM' n.k~-~ i) fo+i(w.(M-M')+w(f]-T{)+nQ] 

X\11IM) (MJfJ) s;::; .. ('ll'IM') (M'I11'> exp[- iw(!'- 11' +TJ' -TJ)t],(10) 

where 

z=~Mcose; 
Q 

z' = ~M' cos 6· Q , 

(J.J.IM) is the matrix of rotation of the coordinate frame 
through an angle 8 around the oy' axis; M is the magnetic 
quantum number, which determines the Zeeman splitting 
of the atoms in the effective field; Jn(z) is a Bessel 
function. 

Expression (10) for the density matrix has a resonant 
dependence on the frequency n and assumes a maximum 
value when the condition (M- M')we + (11 - 11')w + nn. 
= 0 is satisfied. This resonance can be revealed in two 
ways: bl absorption of the pump light, as already repor
ted in l 3 , and by the fluorescence emitted by the atoms 
on going from the excited state to the ground state. The 
second method is possible if the coherence is trans
ferred from the ground state to the excited state upon 
absorption of the light. Let us proceed to derive an ex
pression for the parametric-resonance signal contained 
in the fluorescence light. 

By definition lll, the intensity SF of the spontaneous 
emission is 

ar 
S,=- ~·Gmm•O'm•m, 

Bn mm' 

(11) 

where r is the damping constant of the excited state, 
and Gmm' is the matrix for the emission of light with 
polarization characterized by a unit vector e: 

(12) 

The density matrix a mm' of the excited state is connec
ted by a simple relation with the density matrix aiJ.JJ.' of 
the ground state: 

11mm•=-1 -~ (mje"DJI1)11JJ.w(11'le"Dim'). (13) 
Tpf )J.)J.' 

Substituting (13) in (11) with allowance for expression 
(10) for a/J.JJ.' (the zeroth approximation of aiJ.JJ.' is of no 
interest), we obtain the following expression for the 
fluorescence-light intensity: 

3A .._, .._, ~ (-1)"/,.(z-z')l•-n(z-z')exp{ikQt} 
SF = -::--::-::=- "'-> "'-> "'-> 

8:rtTp2fo mm'MM' JJ.JJ.'JJ."~~· n.k=-oofo+i[ro.(M-M')+w(TJ-f]')+nQ) 

X Gm'm (mje0DJ 11> <11lM) (Mjf]) B~~~ .. ('tl'JM') (.M'J 11'> 

X(11'1e"Dim') exp {-iw(11- 11'- '11 + ri')t}. (14) 

Modulation at a frequency w and at its multipoles is 
the consequence of the creation of radio-frequency co-
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herence by the field H1 in the system of sublevels iJ. of 
the ground state, and of its transfer to the excited state 
upon absorption of the pump light by the atoms. The 
transfer of this coherence was recently investigated 
experimentally in l5J. The appearance of modulation of 
the light re-radiated at the frequencies kn is the result 
of interference between the magnetic sublevels M of the 
ground state, but already determined by the field He. 
The amplitudes of the individual harmonics depend on the 
Bessel functions and have a resonant character. As fol
lows from (14), in the case of a suitable choice of the 
frequency n and of the characteristics of the optical ex
citation, it is possible to detect quite independently, by 
means of the re-radiated light, the parametric reson
ance induced in the system of magnetic sublevels iJ., 
representing the Zeeman splitting in the field Ho, and in 
the system of sublevels M, determined by the field He. 
Thus, in the case of incoherent optical excitation {the 
radiation is represented by either a+ or a_ polarization) 
we have 11 = 11 1 and the resonance occurs if the following 
condition is satisfied 

We(M -M') +nQ = 0, (15) 

i.e., the condition for parametric resonance of the atoms 
of the ground state in the rotating system of coordinates. 
The width of the resonance line is determined only by 
the times of the transverse thermal and optical relaxa-· 
tions of the atoms in the ground state. The radio-fre
quency broadening accompanying the usual resonance is 
missing. 

Expression (14) is general. In the particular case o1t 
an atomic system having a spin J = 1/2, it simplifies 
greatly and assumes a form convenient for experimental 
verification raJ. Assuming k = n = 1 and IJJ. - iJ. 1 I 

/M- M 1 / = 1, we have 
const·l0 (z)/1 (z) 

SF= · [8in 9(f0 sin wt- .1wecos wt)sin Q t {16) 
fo2 + (<•le- Q) 2 

- 1/2 sin 29 (fo cos wt + .1we sin wt) cos Qt], 

.1w., = We - Q, z = {J)2 cos e I Q. 

On the basis of (14) and (16) we thus arrive at the 
following conclusions: a) the radio-frequency coher
ence produced in the ground state in the system of mag
netic sublevels determined by the effective magnetic 
field HP can be transferred during the process of optical 
pumping to the excited state, as a result of which the 
fluorescence light becomes modulated at the frequency 
kn; b) owing to the coherence transfer, the resonance 
in the system of "effective" sublevels of the ground 
state can be detected by means of the fluorescence light. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was performed with optically orien
ted Cs133 atoms. A cell of cylindrical form with walls 
coated with paraffin, containing saturated cesium vapor 
at a temperature 25°C, was located in the center of 
Helmholtz coils producing a constant field H0 ~ 0.28 Oe. 
A radio-frequency field H1 with frequency w = 100 kHz 
was applied perpendicular to the field H0 • The optical 
orientation of the atoms was by means of circularly 
polarized light from an electrodeless cesium lamp, 
propagating along Ho. A radio-frequency field H2, os
cillating in the direction of the constant magnetic field, 
was produced by a low-frequency generator. The fluor-

FIG. 2. Plot of parametric-resonance signal ob
tained from the fluorescence light under slow vari
ation of ~w. 
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The points denote the experi
mental results and the continuous 
curve the theoretical plot, in ac- fD 

cordance with (16), proportional 
to J0 (z)J 1 (z). 
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escence light was registered at right angle to the con
stant magnetic field. A narrow- band amplifier tuned to 
100 kHz was used to register the harmonic of the light 
at the frequency w. Detection separated the signal en
velope of frequency n. The amplitude of the envelope 
was recorded, after synchronous detection, by an auto
matic potentiometer as the detuning ~w was continuously 
varied. The detuning ~w and the amplitude of the radio
frequency field H2 were chosen in such a way that the 
frequency of the Zeeman splitting in the effective field 
was we/21T = 2 kHz, and the ratio of w to we was chosen 
such as to make sin() ~ 0.05, in which case the parame
tric- resonance condition was satisfied. 

Resonant intensification of the signal at the frequency 
n/21T = 2 kHz was observed in the fluorescence light, in 
accord with the prediction of the theory. The recorded 
signal is shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic-resonance line 
width was of the order of 70Hz, in satisfactory agree
ment with the width of the same resonance observed by 
means of absorption of the pump lightr 3 J. 

We also investigated the dependence of the resonance 
signal on the field H2. In accordance with (16), it is 
proportional to Jo(z)J 1{z) at exact resonance. The curve 
of Fig. 3 shows the theoretical dependence of the signal 
on z, and the points show the experimental results. The 
agreement between the experimental and predicted re
sults is good. No broadening of the resonance line was 
observed with increasing field H2, a feature character
istic of the type of resonance under consideration. 
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